Tuesday, July 11, 2017

Chair : Ana Carolina Cordilha (EPOG, Cohort 2016) and Joel Rabinovich (EPOG, Cohort 2016)

08:45 – 10:45
Plenary session 2 : “Causes and consequences of the rise of the radical right”

Speakers :
- Ben FINE (Professor of economics, SOAS, University of London)
- Luna LAVNAS (Professor of economics, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro)

Room : Richelieu

10:45 – 11:00 Coffee break

Chair : Jeffrey Allhouse (EPOG, Cohort 2015) and Glenn Moore (EPOG, Cohort 2015)

11:00 – 13:00
Plenary session 3 : “Finding a new way Forward: possible responses to the rise of the radical right”

Speakers :
- Gary DYMSKI (Professor of economics, Leeds University, UK)
- Kostas NIKOLAOU (Hellenic Open University and President of People’s University of Social Solidarity Economy - UnivSSE Coop)

Room : Richelieu

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch at the Villa Finaly

Afternoon Social events

Wednesday, July 12, 2017

9:00 – 12:00
Consortium committee and Advisory Board (room : Stendhal)
EPOG Students and Alumni Association (EPOG SAA) meeting (room : Richelieu)

12:00 – 13:00
Presentation of EPOG SAA outcomes (room : Richelieu)

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch at the market...
**Sunday, July 9, 2017**

10:00 Welcome at the Villa Finaly
12:00 Lunch at the villa
Afternoon Social events (“Gli Uffizi” Museum : Piazzale degli Uffizi, 6, 50122 Firenze)
19:30 Dinner at the restaurant “Il Portale” Il Portale : Via Luigi Alamanni, 29, Firenze

**Monday, July 10, 2017**

9:00 – 10:45 Parallel session 1 : “Business models and technological change”
- Martin HARRACA, « Business models and organizational forms - Searching the edge of innovation in Google and Amazon »
- Hector Luis IBARRA LARIOS, « Innovation and inequality on Latin America – What is the effect of agricultural innovation on macro-level income inequality on the region? »
- Elena SHKURATOVA, « What are the impacts of changing public policy from price-driven to quantity-driven incentives for German PV industry »
- Mustapha BABOOG, « The likely impact of weak artificial intelligence on advanced capitalist economies – A Marxist perspective »

Discussants : students involved in session 5.
Room: Richelieu

10:45 – 11:15 Coffee break
Chair : Martin HARRACA

11:15 – 13:00 Parallel session 3 : “Money and finance in liberalized and regulated economies”
- Andrii SHAPOVAL, « Financial transparency and reporting of financial institutions »
- Marta KULESZA, « The analysis of hyperinflation in Venezuela in a Post-Keynesian framework »
- Cecilia MAINA, « Is an Interest Rate Cap Warranted in Kenya ? An Assessment Through a Vector Error Correction Analysis »
- Mateus MENDONÇA OLIVEIRA, « Climate change and the financial instability hypothesis »

Discussants : students involved in session 1.
Room: Richelieu

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch at Villa Finaly
Chair : Marta KULESZA

14:30 – 16:15 Parallel session 5 : “Public policies”
- Andrii SHAPOVAL, « Financial transparency and reporting of financial institutions »
- Magdalena Maria SENN, « Neoliberalism in the European Union after the crisis »
- Salam ABU KHADRAH, « The ELR program, case studies of Argentina (Jefes de Hogar), France (territoire zero chômage) and India (MGNREGA) »
- Iasmyn ALVES FERREIRA, « Financialization of social policy »
- Khurda WAQAR JHAGRA, « Factors affecting learning outcomes in Pakistan »

Discussants : students involved in session 3.
Room: Richelieu